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A: This should be handled as an issue in your application code, not in your
database. In most databases, you don't want to have to worry about
column type, so you shouldn't have to. It's best practice to give the

column type of this column something like: CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS
`test` ( `customerID` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT

PRIMARY KEY, `field` TEXT UNIQUE, `data` BLOB, `data2` BLOB, `data3`
BLOB, `data4` BLOB, `data5` BLOB, `data6` BLOB, `data7` BLOB, `data8`

BLOB, `data9` BLOB, `data10` BLOB, `data11` BLOB, `data12` BLOB,
`data13` BLOB, `data14` BLOB, `data15` BLOB, `data16` BLOB, `data17`

BLOB, `data18` BLOB, `data19` BLOB, `data20` BLOB, `data21` BLOB,
`data22` BLOB, `data23` BLOB, `data24` BLOB, `data25` BLOB, `data26`

BLOB, `data27` BLOB, `data28` BLOB, `data29` BLOB, `data30` BLOB,
`data31` BLOB, `data32` BLOB, `data33` BLOB, `data34` BLOB, `data35`

BLOB, `data36` BLOB, `data37` BLOB, `data38` BLOB, `data39` BLOB,
`data40` BLOB, `data41` BLOB, `data42` BLOB, `data43` BLOB, `data44`

BLOB, `data45`
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